FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

November 12, 2019, Acheson, Alberta

Presentation and live demonstration of the Drago Truck, Advanced Fire Suppression Cannon
November 21st in Nisku, Alberta
Westvac Industrial Ltd. is excited to host a special reveal of an amazing new technology to the firefighting
industry. This is the first time that it has been demonstrated in Western Canada.
The “Drago Truck”, is a complete fire apparatus built by Carl Thibault Emergency Vehicles and equipped
with the latest version of the Drago Advanced Fire Suppression Cannon.
Éric Bédard, Vice President of Drago-ISI, Carl Thibault, President of Carl Thibault Emergency Vehicles and
Gary Vermeulen, President of Westvac Industrial, will be presenting. The exciting live demonstration of this
revolutionary new technology will follow.
This special event will be held on Thursday, November 21st at the Leduc County Fire Services Training
Facility, 606 – 21 Ave, Nisku, Alberta. The presentation starts at 1:30pm followed by the live
demonstration at 2:30.

About Drago-ISI Inc.
Drago-ISI is the manufacturer of the Drago Advanced Fire Suppression Cannon, result of 10 years of
research. The cannon’s unique water stream can absorb 5 times more heat and use much less water than
a comparative fire nozzle in order to effectively extinguish fire! It has a range of 200 feet by 50 feet wide
and can suppress class A and B fire with water mist only! It can also be used with fire combat agent (foam,
hydrogels or encapsulators agent) increasing by the same time their effectiveness!
To learn more about Drago-ISI Inc, visit https://drago-isi.com
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About Carl Thibault Emergency Vehicles Inc.
Carl Thibault Fire Trucks derives from the oldest family business involved in the manufacture of fire vehicles
in Canada. The original company was founded by Pierre Thibault in the early 20th century, and enjoyed an
international reputation for a number of decades. This long family history and the expertise that has been
transmitted from one generation to another makes the Carl Thibault Fire Trucks team experts of the highest
calibre in the manufacture of fire vehicles. The Thibault family has been the instigator of many of the principal technological advances made in the field over the years.
To learn more about Carl Thibault, visit www.thibaultfiretrucks.com/en/
About Westvac Industrial LTD.
Westvac Industrial is a municipal and industrial equipment dealership that has been in operation since
1997. With three equipment divisions – Lifts & Automotive, Fleet, and Fire – our dealership offers Western
Canada’s municipal and industrial clients unparalleled inventory and service. Westvac Industrial diversified
with a new fire division in 2014 and has grown to provide EVT Master Technicians, built a fully equipped
facility in Acheson, AB that provides pump and ladder testing, service, parts and inspections/training.
Westvac Industrial is the exclusive distributor of Carl Thibault Emergency Vehicles and Drago-ISI in Western
Canada.
To learn more about Westvac Industrial Ltd., visit www.westvac.com
###

CONTACT
Dione Frans – Marketing Specialist
Westvac Industrial Ltd.
780 962 1218
dfrans@westvac.com
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